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ABSTRACT

In modern society, electronic devices such as smart phones, laptops, smart homes, etc.
are playing increasingly significant role in human’s daily life. The hottest topic in recent
years, artificial intelligence which is the basic of intelligent life is embedded in these
electronic devices. Artificial Neural Network is one of the areas of artificial intelligence,
it provides a way to make machines think, recognize and make decisions as human
being. However, it is not very common that implementing artificial neural network by
hardware. In this project, a typical artificial neural network, which can recognize handwritten numbers is implemented by FPGA.

This project is about building a hand-written number recognition system on FPGA.
During the study, a comprehensive theoretical study of artificial neural network is
performed in computers with the help of python, after which the neural network model
is implemented on FPGA with the help of Verilog/VHDL. Finally, the programmed
FPGA board can recognize twenty prestored hand-written numbers in one program.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND MEANING

Generally, humans receive information from external environment by sight, hearing and
sense of touch. Based on the information obtained, experiences and knowledge, they
can make judgements. Among these sense organs, vision is the visual and intuitive one
which provides the highest efficiency in recognition.

In recent years, what people talk about high technology most frequently is artificial
intelligence. Among abundant research related to artificial intelligence, image
recognition has always been a research attraction. This technology provides machines
the ability to discern external information as human. It mainly focuses on giving the
machine the ability to distinguish the content of the image. For instance, handwritten
character recognition and face recognition, they are the typical application of image
recognition.

In people’s daily life, there is a high chance to work with hand-written digits and human
needs to identify them. However, recognizing hand-written digits by human eyes is
inefficient and costly especially in information era. Hence, if machines are applied to
help human to do such cumbersome but not difficult work, the production and living
efficiency will be highly improved and the costs will be saved.

Research towards image recognition has been conducted, and its application has been
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applied to various life scene. However, most of them are implemented by software
based on general-purpose processors. In this way, the problem of low parallelism,
unsatisfied speed of real time requirements, implementation costs, reliability occur. To
tackle these problems, a hardware-based artificial neural network application which is
a dedicated chip may be designed and used.

1.2 THE HARDWARE — FPGA

As mentioned, neural network has become a powerful alternative for many artificial
intelligence applications because of its high adaptability to a large number of pattern
recognition problems. However, the neural network model still faces the challenge of
large computation and complex storage. For example, the latest convolution neural
network model for 224×224 image classification requires 39 gigaflops and 500MB of
model parameters. Since the computational complexity is directly proportional to the
size of the input image, the amount of computing required to process high-resolution
images could exceed an extremely large number. Therefore, it is very significant to
choose appropriate computing platform for neural network applications.

As mentioned above, the most popular computing platform of neural network is
general-purpose processors but it has the problem of relatively low operation speed and
high costs. Hence, to implement neural network on chip may become another option.

Compared with the traditional integrated circuit design, FPGA chip is not only limited
to research and design specific chips, but can also be optimized for products in many
fields with the help of specific chip models. Standing from the point of view of chip
design, FPGA itself constitutes a typical in semi-custom circuit, including digital
11

management module, built-in unit, output unit and input unit, based on which designers
should focus on comprehensive chip optimization design so as to give various ability
to the chip to achieve the overall goals. The most attractive characteristic is so called
programmable.

Based on its properties and characteristics, implementing a neural network by using a
FPGA has the following merits. In terms of speed, the artificial neural network
application implemented by hardware circuits has an advantage of operation speed.
This is achieved by the pipeline structure and data multiplexing ability of hardware
circuits. In other words, the operation can be done in parallel way which helps to
achieve the purpose of increasing the operation speed and saving the operation time. In
terms of cost, with the development of integrated circuit technology, a lot of automation
design tools (EDA tools) have been well designed and applied. This makes the
designers only need to focus on architecture design. The application of these tools can
speed up the research and development process and largely reduce the research,
development and modification cost. In addition, when a product is mass-produced, the
cost of producing a single product is almost negligible. In terms of reliability, a system
implemented by a software program may collapse and the whole system become
unusable because of a problem just occur in a single module. In addition, software
implementations often face the challenge aroused by hacking. The number of modules
(chips) required for a system implemented by a hardware is greatly reduced. Therefore,
the system failure percentage can also be deducted. At the same time, the antiinterference performance of the system is significantly enhanced and improved. Not
only the computing speed will be increased and costs will be reduced, the integrated
circuit technology can also integrate image recognition application into semi-custom
chip in order to gain a high level of reliability. Last but not least, the flexibility, FPGA
12

can be used in complex engineering environment such as building neural network
because of its reconfigurable property. That is to say that if it were found that the
performance of the product does not match the expected result by experiments after
hardware and application designs are completed, the reconfigurable ability of FPGA
enables designers to change their design easily and frequently until the performance
meets the requirement.

1.3 INTRODUCTION TO ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

Artificial neural network is a computational model designed to simulate the neural
network in human’s brains. Like biological neurons, artificial neural networks are made
up of multiple nodes (which can be seen as artificial neurons) linked to each other and
can be used to model complex relationships between data. Connections between
different nodes are given different weights which are used to represent the impact of
one node on another one. What is more, each node represents a specific function, and
the information from other nodes is input into an activation function and a new activity
value is obtained after the corresponding weight synthesis calculation. From the system
point of view, artificial neural network is an adaptive nonlinear dynamic system
composed of a large number of neurons through extremely logical and reasonable
connections.

Figure 1.1 Typical Artificial Neural Network
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1.4 RESEARCH GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The objective of this final year project is to learn, analyze a hand-written numbers
recognition system based on the artificial neural network and implement and develop it
through a hardware FPGA.

1.5 ORGANIZATION

My final year project thesis is organized in five chapters as shown in Fig 1.2. This
chapter presents some brief introduction to the topic of my final year project. Chapter
2 will analyze and discuss some theories about artificial neural network which is the
basis of my final year project. Chapter 3 will show some results of the artificial neural
network simulated by PC and analyze them. Chapter 4 will introduce the ideas and
consideration of building the recognition system on FPGA, and analyze modules that
realize different functions. Chapter 5 will show the test result and chapter 6 will give a
brief conclusion and what should be done to improve this project in the future.

Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2
Theories of ANN

Chapter 3
PC Simulation
Results

Chapter 6
Conclusion and
Future Work

Chapter 5
Test Results

Chapter 4
Implementation
of ANN in FPGA

Figure 1.2 Organization of Thesis
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CHAPTER 2: STRUCTURE AND THEORIES OF ARTIFICIAL
NEURAL NETWORK

Sometimes, it is not easy to exactly understand how a system actually works. However,
designers may apply models to estimate the truth by involving parameters that can be
adjusted and making these parameters change gradually. A good way to improve models
is to adjust the parameters based on the error value of the model compared to the known
and real examples.

2.1 CLASSIFIER

For a number recognition system, the most important task is to recognize the numbers
correctly. Specifically, for a simple handwritten digit recognition system, the machine
should have the ability of classifying digits correctly. Thereby, the ultimate goal of an
engineer who try to build an image recognition system is to build a classifier.

To illustrate such a classifier simply, assuming its task is to identify the digits 0 and 1,
which means it should be trained to accurately identify the digits 0 and 1.

The way to distinguish two things is to look for the different characteristics they have.
In general, people write 1 as thin and long and 0 as short and flat, which makes 1 and 0
different in length and width. Of course, in the actual pattern recognition, it is not
identified in this way, but it is convenient to elaborate the working theory of the neural
network.
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Analyzing the 0 and 1 in a so-called "coordinate system," and then use a line y=Ax as
the dividing line (classifier) to separate them. In other words, on one side of the dividing
line, the neural network recognizes the number as 0, and on the other side as 1. The
ultimate goal of the neural network is to find the right slope, A, so that every time it
identifies a digit, it can put the target on the correct side.

The procedure of modification of classification line can be modeled by the following
equations.
𝑦 = 𝐴𝑥

(1.)

𝑡 = (𝐴 + 𝛿𝐴)𝑥

(2.)

𝐸=𝑡−𝑦

(3.)

𝐸 = (𝛿𝐴)𝑥

(4.)

𝛿𝐴 =

𝐸
𝑥

𝐸
𝛿𝐴 = 𝐿 ( )
x

(5.)

(6.)

Equation (1) represents the original classification line, which generally cannot classify
the digits well. Hence, a modification process should be conducted. In equation (2), t
represents the target value which is a number that the designer expects to get from the
classification line and δA is the small change in A that to achieve the target. In equation
(3), E represents the error (difference) between the actual value and target value.
Equation (4) and (5) can be derived from equation (1), (2) and (3). Upon this point, the
classification line has been modified, but it will only relate to the last training data
which is not reasonable. Hence, a parameter L which is called the learning rate should
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be added to reduce the effect of the last training data and make all the data play a part.

However, there are ten digits in the real world which means a single classifier is not
enough for a recognition system. In addition, a neural network should be built to act as
a classifier.

2.2 NEURON AND NEURAL NETWORK

2.2.1 HUMAN NEURONS

Human neurons work by means of taking electrical input from the previous neuron and
sending one to the next. It's important to note that neurons don't necessarily produce
signals. If the electrical signal received by the neuron does not reach the threshold, the
neuron will suppress the input (will not output). When the signal strength exceeds the
threshold, the neuron will output the signal. That makes sense because neurons don't
want to transmit small noise signals, but only conscious, obvious ones. Artificial
neurons need to mimic this characteristic.

2.2.2 ACTIVATION FUNCTION

As for artificial neuron, a tool is needed to satisfy this characteristic of human neurons.
In mathematical terms, this tool can be called an activation function. The Sigmoid
function can be used as an activation function. Sigmoid function is,
𝑦=

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑥

18

Figure 2.1 Graph of Sigmoid Function

2.2.3 WEIGHTS

However, biological neurons can accept more than one input. In an artificial neural
network, these inputs are added before they are applied to the sigmoid function, then
the sum is input to the sigmoid function to get an output. If the sum of the inputs is large
enough, the neuron will be activated. And the signal of an activated neuron does not
just go to a single neuron, instead they travel to multiple neurons, which means that
neurons are organized into networks.

In the artificial neural network, the most important segment is learning, that is, the
network improves its output by training by prepared samples. In this learning process,
the concept of weights which is the strength of the impact of one neuron to another one
is introduced.

19

Figure 2.2 Neural Network with Three Layers and Weights

2.2.4 GENERATION OF OUTPUTS FOR SIMPLE NETWORK
As shown in Fig 2.2, it is a simple neural network whose output can be computed by
following steps,
𝐼1
𝐼
(1). Construct an input matrix 𝐼 = [ 2 ].
𝐼3
(2). Before being input to the hidden layer, the input matrix will be multiplied by a
weight matrix, 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡,ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛

𝑤1,1
= [𝑤1,2
𝑤1,3

𝑤2,1
𝑤2,2
𝑤2,3

𝑤3,1
𝑤3,2 ]. Hence, the input of hidden layer
𝑤3,3

is 𝐼ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 = 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡,ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 ∙ 𝐼
(3). The sigmoid function is used on hidden layer, hence the output of the hidden layer
𝑂ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝐼ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 ).
(4). Similar to step (2), before input to the output layer, the output matrix of hidden
layer will be multiplied by a weight matrix, 𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

𝑤1,1
= [𝑤1,2
𝑤1,3

𝑤2,1
𝑤2,2
𝑤2,3

𝑤3,1
𝑤3,2 ]
𝑤3,3

(Noted that the weights in this matrix is different from are not the same as the previous
one). Hence, the input of the output layer is 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡,ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 ∙ 𝑂ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 .
(5). Finally, the output matrix of this simple neural network is 𝑂𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 =
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 ).
20

2.2.5 BACK PROPERGATION OF ERRORS

In the case of a single neuron, error correction has been proposed to correct the effect
of input on output. In a neural network, errors also need to be used to guide the
adjustment of weights, so as to correct the overall output of the neural network.
Therefore, an error matrix is introduced to propagate the error. Because the weight
matrix between the previous layer and the next layer plays a key role in obtaining the
results of the next layer, the weight also needs to be taken into account in the case of
back propagation of error, which makes the process meaningful. However, this is a back
propagation, so a weighted transpose a transpose matrix of weights is needed to do back
propagation.

𝑇
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 = 𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛_𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
∙ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

The ultimate purpose of propagating errors in neural networks is to update the weighted
links between neurons through these errors.

2.2.6 THE WAY TO UPDATE THE WEIGHTS — GRADIENT

The original meaning of the gradient is a vector, which means that the directional
derivative of a function at the point gets the maximum value along the direction, that is,
the function changes fastest along the direction (the direction of the gradient) at the
point, and the rate of change is the maximum (is the magnitude of the gradient).

∂E
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘
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(7)

where E is the value of error and 𝑊𝑗,𝑘 is the weight between 𝑗𝑡ℎ node in the previous
layer and

𝑘 𝑡ℎ node of the next layer.

In neural networks, gradient is used to adjust the error, or rather the rate of change of
the error to minimize the error. When the gradient is positive, it means that the rate of
change needs to decrease, and when the gradient is negative, it means that the rate of
change needs to increase. It should be understood that the core issue is how sensitive
the error is to changes in link weights, and the purpose of using gradients is to minimize
the error parameters of the neural network, which are the network link weights that are
being optimized.

A calculus principle named chain rule. The chain rule is a formula to compute the
derivative of a composite function. That is, if f and g are differentiable functions, then
the chain rule expresses the derivative of their composite (𝑓 ∘ 𝑔)(𝑥),

∂f
∂f ∂g
=
∙
∂𝑥 ∂g ∂𝑥

(8)

As known the core problem of updating the weights is the equation (7), and using the
square of the difference between target value (𝑡𝑥 ) a and actual value (𝑂𝑥 ) to represent
the error, which is,

𝐸 = [𝑡𝑥 − 𝑂𝑥 ]2

(9)

Since there are several outputs of a neural network, before expanding the equation (7),
the sum of the outputs should be obtained, which leads to,
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∂E
∂
=
∑ (𝑡𝑛 − 𝑂𝑛 )2
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘
𝑛

(10)

However, as for a single neuron k, its output only depends on the weights which are
connected to itself, which means only the output and target of k should be considered,

∂E
∂
(𝑡 − 𝑂𝑘 )2
=
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘 𝑘

(11)

∂E
∂E ∂𝑂𝑘
=
∙
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∂𝑂𝑘 ∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘

(12)

∂E
∂E ∂𝑥
=
∙
= −2𝑥 = −2(𝑡𝑘 − 𝑂𝑘 )
∂𝑂𝑘 ∂𝑥 ∂𝑂𝑘

(13)

Expressing it by chain rule,

Assuming 𝑥 = 𝑡𝑘 − 𝑂𝑘 ,

where 𝑂𝑘 is the output of neuron k, which is the result of the sigmoid function with the
weighted summation of input signals of k.

∂𝑂𝑘
∂
=
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (∑ (𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 ))
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘
𝑗

(14)

As for sigmoid function,

∂
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑥) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑥) ∙ (1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑥))
∂𝑥
Therefore,
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(15)

∂𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(∑𝑗(𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 )) ∂(∑𝑗(𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 ))
∂
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (∑ (𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 )) =
∙
= 𝑂𝑗
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘
∂(∑𝑗(𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 ))
𝑗

(16)

Based on equation (12), (13), (14), (15) and (16),

∂E
= −2(𝑡𝑘 − 𝑂𝑘 ) × 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (∑ (𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 )) ∙ (1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (∑ (𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 ))) # ∙ 𝑂𝑗 (17)
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘
𝑗
𝑗

Since the only interest part of error equation is whether it is negative or positive, the “2”
can be simply eliminated. Then the final version of error equation is derived as equation
(18),

∂E
= −2(𝑡𝑘 − 𝑂𝑘 ) × 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (∑ (𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 )) ∙ (1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (∑ (𝑊𝑗,𝑘 ∙ 𝑂𝑗 ))) ∙ 𝑂𝑗 (18)
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘
𝑗
𝑗

It should be highlighted again that the direction of the change of the weights is opposite
to the gradient direction. Recalling, the learning rate in part 2.1, an updated version of
the weight related node j and node k is obtained by equation (19),

𝑊𝑗,𝑘 (𝑛𝑒𝑤) = 𝑊𝑗,𝑘 (𝑜𝑙𝑑) − 𝛼

∂E
#(19)
∂𝑊𝑗,𝑘

where α is the learning rate.
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CHAPTER 3: SIMULATION OF HAND-WRITTEN
RECOGNITION SYSTEM PERFORMED BY PC (PYTHON)
AND ITS RESULT

3.1 PYTHON CODE FOR HAND-WRITTEN RECGONITION SYSTEM

The python code of the hand-written recognition system is attached in the appendix.

Based on the theories mentioned, the neural network should be built by at least three
functions, which are initialization function, training function and query function.
Initialization function is that sets the number of input layer nodes, hidden layer nodes,
and output layer nodes. Training function is used to optimize the weight after learning
a given training sample. The query function, given the input, gives the answer from the
output node.

3.1.1 INITIALIZATION FUNCTION

In the initialization function, input layer nodes, hidden layer nodes, and output layer
nodes need to be defined, which in other words, define the shape and size of the neural
network. Meanwhile, the learning rate and activation function sigmoid need to be
defined. It is important to emphasize that the initial weights should be random, which
can be obtained through the numpy extension package in python. What is needed here
is a random matrix, not a single number, so the distribution center value (0.0), the
standard variance, and the size of the numpy array are used as parameters.
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3.1.2 TRAINING FUCTION

Training function is the core of artificial neural network. In the training function, the
nodes and links of the network are defined. The most important part of the neural
network is the link weights, which can be used to calculate feedforward signals,
backpropagation errors, and optimize the link weights themselves when improving the
neural network.

The training task can be divided into two parts: one is to calculate the output for the
given training sample; the other is to compare the calculated output with the required
output, and use the difference value to guide the updating of the weight. Calculating the
output is a simple process from front to back. To update the weight, error should be
calculated, which is equal to the difference between the expected target output value
provided by the training sample and the actual calculated output value, and then the
error should be back propagated through the previously mentioned back propagation
error to achieve the goal of updating the weight. It should be noted that these procedures
are performed in matrix.

3.1.3 QUERY FUNCTION

The query function accepts the input of the neural network and gives the output of the
network. More specifically, it needs to pass input signals from the input layer nodes,
through the hidden layer, and finally from the output layer.

3.1.4 TEST RESULT
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The training set was loaded to the network and the network went through all the data.
Then, using the prepared test data, to test whether the network works or not. As shown
in Fig 3.1, the network can output the correct value “7” which is shown and the segment
represents the output array is larger than any other, which means this network can work.

The overall performance (correct rate) is shown as 0.9712 in Fig 3.2.

Figure 3.1 Test Result

Figure 3.2 Performance of The Neural Network

3.2 THE EXTRACTION OF THE PARAMETERS OF ANN

There is no training part in the FPGA program but only recognition. Hence, the
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parameters (the weights between layers) that have been trained in the python code
should be extracted and put in a mif file. During the implementation of FPGA, these
parameters will be put into the ROM of the FPGA for use.

3.3 REFERENCE

[3.1] TARIQ RASHID, 2016. Make Your Own Neural Network.
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CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
NETWORK IN FPGA

4.1 OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE FPGA BOARD

In this chapter, the specific FPGA implementation of artificial neural network is mainly
introduced. The hardware structure of the FPGA used will be introduced first and
different modules will be introduced later.

Before introducing the hardware structure, it is good to summarize the algorithm model.

Figure 4.1 Algorithm Model

The pre-treatment in this algorithm is to binarize the input image (28*28) and make the
high dimension image become a one dimension array. Also, a bias value is added into
the input array.
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It is obvious that artificial neural network is hierarchical. It can be implemented layer
by layer simply but requiring relatively large amount of resources. The artificial neural
network also has a particularly obvious feature that each layer is implementing the same
operation, which is composed of the most basic multiplication, addition and nonlinear
functions sigmoid. Therefore, the idea is to use limited resources to realize these basic
operation modules and reuse them many times between different layers of artificial
neural network, and finally complete the calculation requirements of the whole network.

The overall structure of the FPGA board is composed by some modules. They are top,
sw_debounce, sw_display and test_data. Besides, two IP cores (rom_ip and mult_ip)
are invoked.

Figure 4.2 Modules

The top is the top - level schematic document which control the entire program, perform
computation and call the lower modules. The sw_debounce is a module that define the
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function of keys and eliminate buffeting of keystroke. The sw_display module in
charge of the display of the result. The test_data module calls stored numbers (to be
tested) into top file for computation. The rom_ip is a IP core that store the weight matrix.
The mult_ip is a multiplier.

The EDA used in this project is Quartus II 13.0sp1. The chip on the FPGA board is
EP4CE6E22C8 developed by Altera.

4.2 BOTTOM MODULES FUNCTION

The function of different modules will be discussed as follow.

4.2.1 SW_DEBOUNCE

There are two main functions implemented by this module. One is to define the keys
used in this FPGA board, the other is to eliminate button bounce.

4.2.1.1 DEFINITION OF KEYS

There are three defined keys will be use in this board. They are S11, S12 and S17.

The function of key S11 is to tell the board to process the data and give a result. When
the key is pressed, The FPGA board will start working on the hand-written number to
be tested (whose identifier is shown on the left-most digital tube) and showed the result
on the right-most digital tube.
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The function of key S12 is to switch the hand-written number to be tested. The two leftmost digital tube will show the identifier of the number. Once the key S12 is pressed,
the board will prepare the next hand-written number for testing (identifier will plus one).

The function of key S17 is to reset the board to the original state.

All of the signals represented by these keys are active-low (when the signal is “0”, it is
effective). As shown in the Fig 4.3, KEY_R3 is always high level (set by the program
code). If the key S11 (or S12) is pressed, the power (3.3V) and KEY_R3 will be
connected in series. Since they are both high level (3.3V), the voltage difference
between them is 0 which means KEY_C3 (or KEY_C4) is low level. The same analysis
can be applied to the key S17.

Figure 4.3 Part of FPGA Schematic Figure (1)

4.2.1.2 ELIMINATION OF BUTTON BOUNCE

For better explanation, firstly, naming the signal as key which is a 2-bit signal. The
lower bit key[0] represents S12 and higher bit key[1] represents S11.
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Signal key is an asynchronous signal which means that no matter what is the clock
signal the state of the FPGA board will be changed when key changes. Before the signal
key is input to the top file for later process, it should be delay two cycles. The first delay
makes the key signal synchronize with the clock. However, this may lead to semi-stable
state (The output level cannot be predicted, nor can it be predicted when the output will
stabilize at a correct level). Hence, another delay is required to reduce the effect of the
semi-stable state.

Figure 4.4 Button Bounce

The more important step should do before making the key signal enter the top file is
the elimination of button bounce. The button bounce happens when user press the
button which is actually a switch. When user closes a switch, it tends to literally bounce
upon the metal contact which connects the circuit. Usually switches take a few
microseconds to a few milliseconds to completely close. What this means in terms of
digital logic is that as the switch physically bounces the logic can switch back and forth
low-to-high-to-low-etc... until the switch settles down. The elimination of button
bounce is essentially to catch the logic when the switch settles down (eliminate the
oscillating and undefined logic). Ensuring the logic caught is the logic at the steady
time instant, it is good to take 20 milliseconds (large enough) to record the “pressed”
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button. Hence, two counters, counter0 and counter1 are used as timer which will begin
counting once a button (S11 or S12) is pressed. Because the frequency of the chip is 50
MHz (clock cycle is 20ns), when the counter gives out 1,000,000, the program will
record the press. If the press is record, the output bits of key at this moment must be
different from last moment. The corresponding key of the changed bit is the pressed
button and this will eventually tell the top what to do.

The RTL circuit of this module is shown below and the code will be shown in the
appendix.

Figure 4.5 RTL Circuit of SW_Debounce

4.2.2 SW_DISPLAY

The function of this module is displaying the identifier of the number under test on the
two leftmost LED and the test result on the right most LED.

Figure 4.6 LEDs
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There are two types of signal should be introduced first. One is bit selected signal and
the other is segment selected signal. As shown above, the digital pipe used in the FPGA
board is a typical eight digital LED tube (The identifier of the LED is 1 to 8 from left
to right). The bit selected signal controls which LED will work, while the segment
selected signal controls which segment of the working LED will be lighten. Naming
the bit selected signal as seg_sel as the bit selected signal and segment as the segment
selected signal. Both of them are 8-bit signal and each bit corresponds a LED or a
segment.

The schematic figure of the LED is shown and the principle of this circuit can be
explained as follow. For example, the least significant bit of seg_sel (seg_sel[0]) and
segment (segment[0]) were assigned to connect with DIG_EN8 and SEG7. If seg_sel[0]
is “0”, the BJT Q8 will be conducted. On this basis, if segment[0] is “0”, segment SEG
A will be lighted since there is a 3.3V voltage difference. To sum up, both of the bit
selected signal and segment selected signal are active-low signal.

Figure 4.7 Part of FPGA Schematic Figure (2)
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However, as shown, there are only 8 pins control the LED and 8 pins control the
segments. In other word, the same segments of different LED are controlled by the same
pin which is helpful for saving pins for other uses. In this way, only one LED and its
eight segments work at one point. As introduced above, the clock cycle of this board is
20ns. Each LED light 20 microseconds in each cycle (different from clock cycle) is
short enough for people not identifying each LED is twinkling. Hence, when the counter
gives out 1,000, the next LED will be lightened.

The identifier of the number under test and the test result will be input into this module
for displaying.

4.2.3 TEST_DATA

The function of this module is to store the data of the number to be tested. As known,
the images of MINST numbers have size of 28 * 28. It is better for processing if the
multidimensional array be converted into one-dimensional array. Besides, the image
should go through binarization before loading into the board, which greatly reduce the
amount of data and highlight the contour of the target number. This is done by Matlab.

4.2.4 ROM_IP and MULT_IP

The rom_ip is an ip core that cache the weight matrix that trained by Python. The
mult_ip is an ip core which basically is a multiplier.

4.3 TOP MODULES FUNCTION
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A complete recognition process is as follows. Firstly, the sw_debounce module,
determines which hand-written number is currently tested based on the number of times
the S12 key is detected, and display the identifier of the number through module
sw_display. Then, if it is detected that the S11 key is pressed, then module top will
begin computation.

In order to determine whether the computation has started and to which layer, three
identifiers flag1, flag2 and flag_done (all are “1” valid) are introduced, representing
the computation of the first layer, the computation of the second layer and computation
completed. The judgment condition of which layer the computation reaches depends on
the current data address of the weight matrix.

When flag1 is 1, it means that the calculation of the first layer is in progress. When the
calculation starts, the data is read out bit by bit in module test_data. When the 784th bit
(counting from zeroth) is read, it means that the first number of the hidden layer has
been calculated. In the hidden layer, each number is a 16-bit number, which is defined
according to the width of the weight matrix number. Whenever the number of the
hidden layer is calculated, the identifier valid_out1 will take the value 1, meaning that
the number can already be output to the hidden layer. In order to register the value of
the hidden layer, a memory-type register data_nn1 that can store 17 numbers is defined.
Whenever bit_order = 784, it means that the data read by test_data has been completely
calculated once, that is, a value of a neuron of hidden layer is calculated. The calculation
of this layer can be done by basic addition, because the pre-stored data in test_data is
already 0 or 1 after pretreatment. The multiplication of 0 with any number is 0, and the
multiplication of 1 with any number is itself, so using addition can simply complete the
calculation of the neuron value of the hidden layer.
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The computation of the second layer is similar to the first layer. After the first layer
computation, the hidden layer is obtained, which is actually a matrix with a size of 1 *
17. When flag2 is 1, it means that the computation of the second layer is in progress.
When the calculation starts, the data is read bit by bit from data_nn1. When the 16th
bit is read, it means that the first number of the output layer has been calculated. In the
hidden layer, each number is a 26 bits number, which is based on the width of the weight
matrix number and the width of the hidden layer number. Whenever the number of the
output layer is calculated, the identifier valid_out2 will take the value 1, meaning that
the number can already be output to the output layer. To register the results of the output
layer, a memory-type register data_nn2 that can store 10 numbers is defined. Whenever
word_order = 16, it means that the data read by data_nn1 has been completely
calculated once, that is, the result of a neuron of output layer is calculated. The
calculation of this layer needs to call the multiplier to complete, because the input
matrix of this layer is no longer only composed of 0 and 1, the matrix multiplication
requires multiplier to operate. The result of the multiplier operation is finally added
similar to the calculation of the first layer.

When the output layer is calculated, the value of each neuron in the output layer should
be compared, and, the number which corresponds to the largest value should be
displayed on the LED of the FPGA. The realization of this process is to assign the first
number (that is, the probability of the number 0) to a variable max_data, and then
compare the probability of each number in order from 0 to 9. Whenever the probability
value of a new number is greater than the probability value of the old number, the
variable max_data is updated, and the corresponding number is assigned to the
intermediate variable max_addr. When the probability values corresponding to 10
numbers (0 to 9) are compared, the final max_addr is assigned to result_o, and the
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module sw_display will display the result on LED.
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CHAPTER 5: TEST RESULTS

5.1 TEST

Limited by the FPGA's on-chip resources and computing ability, only 20 images of
hand-written number are loaded for testing. The test verifies that the logic of the
algorithm and hardware design is correct and that the correct results can be obtained.

5.2 TEST RESULTS
The following tables shows test results.

Table 5.1 Test Results (1)
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Table 5.2 Test Results (2)

As shown in the tables, the programmed FPGA board have the ability of recognizing
the hand-written numbers, which means this program achieves.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 CONCLUSION

In this project, an artificial neural network which can recognize hand-written numbers
is implemented on a hardware FPGA board. On this way, not only the principles and
algorithms of artificial neural network, but also the skills and technological process of
designing and programming a hardware (FPGA) are studied. Neural network,
nowadays, is playing a significant role who makes human society more intelligent,
efficient and convenient. Different from the training process of neural network which
adopts single instruction multiple data architecture, the computation for achieving
result usually applies multiple instruction single data architecture. There are so many
researches about the platforms for a trained neural network. Compared to other
platforms (such as ASIC), FPGA have better computation speed, shorter development
cycle and lower cost. Therefore, by doing this project, a neural network trained by CPU
was implanted in a FPGA board and it successfully recognize hand-written numbers.

6.2 FUTURE WORK

Although the hardware (FPGA) can recognize hand-written number, it is still not
practical. In the future, this project should be improved as follow. Firstly, implementing
this neural network on a FPGA with higher level and optimizing the program code, by
which can calculate the accuracy and speed of computation. Secondly, installing a
camera that capture real-time numbers to realize real-time recognition. Last but not
least, based on this project, implementing more complex neural network on FPGA to
achieve far more powerful function than recognizing hand-written number.
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APPENDIX

1. VERILOG CODE

1.1 TOP MODULE
1
//Import hand-written number from module test_data; Detect keystroke by
module sw_debounce; Identifier and Result will be displayed by module seg_disp.
2
3
module top( clk,//clock
4
rst_n,//reset
5
6
7
8
9

//KEY
key,
key_r1,
//SEG
seg_sel,

10
11
12
13
14

segment,
);

input

clk;

15
16
17
18

input
//KEY
input
[3:0]
output

rst_n;

19
20

//SEG
output [7:0]

seg_sel;

21
22
23

output [7:0]

segment;

wire [3:0]

key;
key_r1;

key_detect;//detect keystroke

24 reg [7:0]
key_count ;//count the keystroke
25 wire [7:0]
key_dec ;//the upper (lower) 4 bits represent the tens
(ones) of keystroke times;
26 wire [3:0]
result_o ;//the final result
27
28
29

assign
assign

key_dec[7:4] = key_count / 4'd10;//tens
key_dec[3:0] = key_count % 4'd10;//ones
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30
31
32

seg_disp seg_u(.rst_n

33
34
identifier
35

(rst_n

.clk
.din

)

,

(clk )
,
({key_dec,20'd0,result_o} )

.din_vld (8'b1100_0001

leftmost LED and the rightmost LED work
36
.seg_sel (seg_sel)
,
37
.segment (segment)
38
);
39 sw_debounce sw_u(
.clk
(clk ),
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

.rst_n (rst_n
),
.key
(key ),
.key_r1 (key_r1 ),
.led_en (key_detect) //4 bit O
);
//Once the keystroke is detected, key_count+1
//key_count is the variable that count the keystroke
always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin

50
51
52
53

key_count<=0;
end
else if(key_detect[0])begin
key_count<= key_count +1'b1;

54
55

end
else begin

56
57
58

end

59
60
61
62
63

reg
[13:0]
wire
[4:0]
wire signed [4:0]

64
65

key_count<= key_count;
end

assign

coe_addr;// rom ip read address
rom_out ;// rom ip read data
coe_data;// read data with sign
coe_data = rom_out;
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,//[3:0] result;[31:24]
)

,//Only two

66
67
68

//call module rom_ip
rom_ip coe_u(

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

.address ( coe_addr
.clock
( clk
),
.q
( rom_out
);
reg [9:0]
reg [9:0]
wire

bit_order
;
bit_order_r ;
bit_out

test_data test_u(

.clk

),
)

;
(clk

),
.rst_n
(rst_n
),
.char_ch
(key_count ),
.bit_order (bit_order ),
.bit_out
(bit_out )

83
84
85
86
87

);

parameter
parameter

a = 16*785-1;
b = 10*17-1 ;

88
89
90
91

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

c = a+b+1
d = 784
e = 16
f = 10

92
93

reg

;
;
;
;

flag1;//flag for first layer computation, when flag1=1 means first layer

computation is in progress
94 reg
flag2;//flag for second layer computation, when flag2=1 means second
layer computation is in progress
95 reg
flag_done;//flag for the whole computation, when flag_done=1 means
all computations have been done
96 reg [7:0]flag_done_r;//delay flag_done with one cycle
97
98 //The way to judge the flags
99 always
100 //reset

@(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
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101
102
103

if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
coe_addr<=0;
flag1
<= 1'b0;

104
flag2
<= 1'b0;
105
end
106 //when keystroke is detected, let flag1=1 to begin first layer computation
107
else if(key_detect[1])begin
108
coe_addr<= 0;
109
flag1
<= 1'b1;
110
flag2
<= 1'b0;
111
end
112 //when coe_addr=a, it means the first layer computation has been done
113
114
115
116
117

else if (coe_addr==a)begin
coe_addr<= coe_addr + 1'b1;
flag1
<= 1'b0;
flag2
<= 1'b1;
end

118 //when coe_addr=c, it means the second layer computation has been done
119
else if (coe_addr==c)begin
120
coe_addr<= 0;
121
flag1
<= 1'b0;
122
flag2
<= 1'b0;
123
end
124 //flag1 and flag2 cannot be 1 at the same time
125
else if (flag1 || flag2)begin
126
coe_addr<= coe_addr + 1'b1;
127
128
129
130
131

flag1
flag2

<= flag1;
<= flag2;

end
else begin
coe_addr<= coe_addr;

132
flag1
133
flag2
134
end
135 end
136

<= 1'b0;
<= 1'b0;

137 //The way to judge flag_done which represent the state of computation
138 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
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139
140
141

if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
flag_done <= 1'b0;
end

142
143
144
145

else if(key_detect[1])begin
flag_done <= 1'b0;
end
else if (coe_addr==c)begin

146
147
148
149
150

flag_done <= 1'b1;
end
else begin
flag_done <= flag_done;
end

151 end
152
153 always @(posedge clk)begin
154
flag_done_r <= {flag_done_r[6:0],flag_done};
155 end
156
157 //flag1 delays one cycle
158 reg
flag1_r;
159
160 //Read data that first layer needs from module test data
161 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
162
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
163
bit_order
<= 0;
164
end
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174

else if(key_detect[1])begin
bit_order
<= 0;
end
else if(flag1)begin
if(~flag1_r)//read data from the zeroth bit
bit_order
<= 0;
else if(bit_order == d)//d=784
bit_order
<= 0;
else
bit_order
<= bit_order + 1'b1;//read the data (to be tested

number) bit by bit
175
end
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176
177
178

else begin
bit_order
end

<= 0;

179 end
180
181 reg signed
[15:0]
temp_nn1;//The intermediate result of first layer which
is a 16bits binary numbers. There will be 17 temp_nn1 in a test
182 reg
en_nn1;//delay flag1_r for one cycle
183 reg
valid_out1;//flag that means the first layer result
has been done and can be output
184 reg
valid_out1_r;//delay valid_out1_r for one cycle
185 reg
[7:0]
data_num;//A flag that help judge of the state of first
layer computation
186 reg
[7:0]
187 reg signed
[15:0]
output
188

data_num_r;//delay data_num for one cycle
data_nn1[e:0];//a memory that store the first layer

189 //the way to judge whether the first layer computation finish or not
190 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
191
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
192
data_num
<= 0;
193
valid_out1
<= 0;
194
195
196
197

end
else if(key_detect[1])begin
data_num
<= 0;
valid_out1
<= 0;

198
199

end
else if(bit_order == d)begin

200
201
202

data_num
valid_out1

<= data_num + 1'b1;
<= 1'b1;

end

203
else begin
204
data_num
205
valid_out1
206
end
207 end

<= data_num;
<= 0;

208
209 // The first layer final output, in other words, it is the hidden layer
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210 always@(posedge clk)begin
211
data_nn1[0] <= 16'd1;
212 end
213
214 genvar i;
215 generate
216
for(i=0;i<e;i=i+1) begin:data_nn1_gen
217
218
219
220
221

always@(posedge clk)begin
if((data_num_r==(i+1)) && valid_out1_r)
data_nn1[i+1] <= temp_nn1;
end
end

222 endgenerate
223
224
225 //First layer computation
226 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
227
228
229
230
231

if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
temp_nn1
<= 0;
end
else if(en_nn1)begin
//when bit_order_r=0, if bit_out=1, temp_nn1=coe_data;if

bit_out=0,temp_nn1=0
232
if(bit_order_r==0)
233
temp_nn1
<= bit_out ? coe_data : 0 ;
234
// bit_out=1, just simply plus 1
235
236

else if(bit_out)
temp_nn1

237
238
239

else
temp_nn1

<= temp_nn1;

end

240
else begin
241
temp_nn1
242
end
243 end
244
245
246 reg

<= temp_nn1 + coe_data;

[9:0]

<= 0;

word_order

;//The serial number of the input of second
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layer
247 reg
[9:0]
word_order_r ;//delay word_order for one cycle
248 wire signed [20:0]
mult_nn2;//output of the multiplier
249 reg signed [25:0]
temp_nn2;//intermidate result of second layer
250 reg
flag2_r;//delay flag2 for one cycle
251
252 //Read data that second layer needs from hidden layer
253 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
254
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
255
word_order
<= 0;
256
end
257
else if(key_detect[1])begin
258
259
260
261
262

word_order

end
else if(flag2)begin
if(~flag2_r)
word_order

263
264
265
266
267

else if(word_order == e)//e=16
word_order
<= 0;
else
word_order
<= word_order + 1'b1;
end else begin

268
word_order
269
end
270 end
271

<= 0;

<= 0;

<= 0;

272 // call the multipler
273 mult_ip mult_u (
274
275
276

.dataa ( data_nn1[word_order_r] ),
.datab ( coe_data ),
.result( mult_nn2 )

277
);
278
279 reg
280 reg
has been done and can be output
281 reg
282 reg

[7:0]

en_nn2;//delay flag2_r for one cycle
valid_out2;//flag that means the second layer result

valid_out2_r;//delay valid_out2 for one cycle
data_num2;//A flag that help judge of the state of
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second layer computation
283 reg
[7:0]
284

data_num2_r;//delay data_num2 for one cycle

285 //the way to judge whether the second layer computation finish or not
286 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
287
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
288
data_num2
<= 0;
289
290
291
292
293

valid_out2
<= 0;
end else if(key_detect[1])begin
data_num2
<= 0;
valid_out2
<= 0;
end else if(word_order == e)begin//e =16

294
295
296
297
298

data_num2
valid_out2
end else begin
data_num2
valid_out2

<= data_num2 + 1'b1;
<= 1'b1;
<= data_num2;
<= 0;

299
end
300 end
301
302 always @(posedge clk)begin
303
flag1_r <= flag1;
304
305
306
307

en_nn1 <= flag1_r;
bit_order_r <= bit_order;
data_num_r <= data_num;
valid_out1_r<= valid_out1;

308
309

flag2_r

310
311
312

en_nn2 <= flag2_r;
word_order_r <= word_order;
data_num2_r <= data_num2;

<= flag2;

313
valid_out2_r<= valid_out2;
314 end
315
316
317 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
318
319

if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
temp_nn2
<= 0;
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320
321
322
323
324
325
326

end else if(en_nn2)begin
if(word_order_r==0)
temp_nn2
<= mult_nn2 ;
else
temp_nn2
<= temp_nn2 + mult_nn2;
end else begin
temp_nn2
<= 0;

327
end
328 end
329
330 // The second layer final output, in other words, it is the output layer
331 reg signed
[25:0]
data_nn2[f-1:0];//
332
333 generate
334
for(i=0;i<f;i=i+1) begin:data_nn2_gen
335
always@(posedge clk)begin
336
if((data_num2_r==(i+1)) && valid_out2_r)
337
338
end
339
end
340 endgenerate
341
342 reg
343 reg
344 reg signed
345

data_nn2[i]

[3:0]
[3:0]
[25:0]

<= temp_nn2;

cnt
;//a counter that go through 0~9
max_addr;//the number correspond to max probability
max_data;//the max probability

346 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
347
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357

max_addr
max_data
cnt

<= 0;
<= 0;
<= 0;

end
//
else if(flag_done_r[4:3]==2'b01)begin//postedge
cnt
<= 1;
max_data <= data_nn2[0];
max_addr

<= cnt;

end
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358
359
360

//
else if(cnt>0)begin
if(cnt==f)//f=10

361
362
363
364

cnt
else
cnt
if(max_data

365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374

<= 0;
<= cnt +1;
<= data_nn2[cnt])begin//less than

max_data
max_addr

<= data_nn2[cnt];
<= cnt;

end
else begin
max_data

<= max_data;

max_addr

<= max_addr;

end
end
//
else begin

375
max_data
376
max_addr
377
end
378
//
379 end
380
381 assign
382 endmodule
383

<= max_data;
<= max_addr;

result_o = max_addr;

384

1.2 SW_DEBOUNCE MODULE
1
2
3
4
5
6

//clk
//rst_n
//key

:
:
:

Time signal whose frequency is 50MHz
Reset signal, 0 active
key signal, 0 active

7
8
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9
10
11

module sw_debounce(clk,rst_n,key,key_R3,key_en);

12
13
14
15

//set_location_assignment PIN_88 -to key[0] // S12
//set_location_assignment PIN_31 -to key_R3

//set_location_assignment PIN_89 -to key[1] // S11

parameter

KEY_NUM

16 parameter COUNT_TIME
17 parameter COUNT_WID
d100_0000
18
19 input
clk;

=

2;

=
=

20'd100_0000;//20m/20n = d100_0000
20;//b1111_0100_0010_0100_0000 =

20
21
22
23
24

input
rst_n;
input
[KEY_NUM-1:0]
key;
output
key_R3;
output [KEY_NUM-1:0]
key_en;

25
26
27
28
29

wire
reg
reg
reg
reg

key_R3;
[KEY_NUM-1:0]
key_tmp1;//debounce, the first delay
[KEY_NUM-1:0]
key_tmp2;//debounce, the secone delay
[COUNT_WID-1:0] counter0;//count 20ms, work for S12
[COUNT_WID-1:0] counter1;//count 20ms, work for S11

30
31
32
33

reg
reg
reg
assign

[KEY_NUM-1:0]
[KEY_NUM-1:0]
[KEY_NUM-1:0]
key_R3 = 1'b0;

34
35

//Since the key is an asynchronous signal, the key needs to be passed through

key_ctrl1;
key_ctrl2;
key_en;

two triggers to eliminate metastability.
36 always@(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
37
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

key_tmp1<=2'b11;
end
else begin
key_tmp1<=key;
end
end
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45
46
47

always@(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
key_tmp2<=2'b11;

48
49
50
51

end
else begin
key_tmp2<=key_tmp1;
end

52 end
53
54 //counters start to count at the cycle which keystorke is first detected
55 //counters stop counting after 1,000,000 cycles, no matter if the button is pressed
in the following cycle
56
57
58
59
60

//counters will be reset when the keystorke cannot be detected
always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
counter0<=0;
end

61
62
63
64
65

else if(key_tmp2[0])begin
counter0<=0;
end
else if(counter0>COUNT_TIME-1)begin
counter0<=counter0;

66
67
68
69

end
else begin
counter0<=counter0+1'b1;
end

70
71

end

72
73
74

always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
counter1<=0;

75
76
77
78
79
80
81

end
else if(key_tmp2[1])begin
counter1<=0;
end
else if(counter1>COUNT_TIME-1)begin
counter1<=counter1;
end
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82
83
84
85
86
87
88

else begin
counter1<=counter1+1'b1;
end
end
//establish of falling edge detection
always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin

89
90
91
92
93

if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
key_ctrl1[0]<=1'b1;
end
else if(counter0==COUNT_TIME-1)begin
key_ctrl1[0]<=1'b0;

94
95
96
97
98

end
else begin
key_ctrl1[0]<=1'b1;
end
end

99
100 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
101
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
102
key_ctrl1[1]<=1'b1;
103
end
104
105
106
107
108
109

else if(counter1==COUNT_TIME-1)begin
key_ctrl1[1]<=1'b0;
end
else begin
key_ctrl1[1]<=1'b1;
end

110 end
111
112 always
113
114
115
116
117

@(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin

if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
key_ctrl2<=2'b11;
end
else begin
key_ctrl2<=key_ctrl1;

118
end
119 end
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120
121 //this module delay the signal for 3 cycles
122 always @(*)begin
123
key_en=(~key_ctrl1) & key_ctrl2;
124 end
125
126 endmodule
127

1.3 SW_DISPLAY MODULE
1
2
3
//clk
4
//rst_n
5
//seg_sel
LED

: clock signal, the frequency is 50MHz
: reset signal, 0 active
: bit selected signal, 0 active, control a whold 8 segment

6
//segment
: segment selected signal, 0 active, control the segment of
a LED
7
8
module seg_disp(rst_n
,
9
clk
,
10
the final result
11
12

din

13
14

segment

15
16
17

din_vld
seg_sel

,

// input from top, contain the identifer and

,
,

// similar to bit selected signal

);
parameter SEG_WID
parameter SEG_NUM

=
=
=

8;
8;

18
19
20
21
22

parameter COUNT_WID
parameter TIME_20US

=

26;
20'd1000;

parameter NUM_0

=

8'b1100_0000;

23
24

parameter NUM_1
parameter NUM_2

=
=

8'b1111_1001;
8'b1010_0100;
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25
26
27

parameter NUM_3
parameter NUM_4
parameter NUM_5

=
=
=

8'b1011_0000;
8'b1001_1001;
8'b1001_0010;

28
29
30
31

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

=
=
=
=

8'b1000_0010;
8'b1111_1000;
8'b1000_0000;
8'b1001_0000;

32
33
34
35
36

parameter NUM_ERR

input
input

clk;
rst_n;

37
38
39
40
41

input [SEG_NUM*4-1:0]
input [SEG_NUM-1:0]
output [SEG_NUM-1:0]
output [SEG_WID-1:0]

din;
din_vld;
seg_sel;
segment;

42
43
44
45
46

//set_location_assignment PIN_115 -to seg_sel[7]
//set_location_assignment PIN_114 -to seg_sel[6]
//set_location_assignment PIN_113 -to seg_sel[5]
//set_location_assignment PIN_112 -to seg_sel[4]
//set_location_assignment PIN_80 -to seg_sel[3]

47
48
49
50

//set_location_assignment PIN_77 -to seg_sel[2]
//set_location_assignment PIN_76 -to seg_sel[1]
//set_location_assignment PIN_75 -to seg_sel[0]
//set_location_assignment PIN_86 -to segment[7]

51
52

//set_location_assignment PIN_85 -to segment[6]
//set_location_assignment PIN_84 -to segment[5]

53
54
55

//set_location_assignment PIN_83 -to segment[4]
//set_location_assignment PIN_101 -to segment[3]
//set_location_assignment PIN_100 -to segment[2]

56
57
58
59
60

//set_location_assignment PIN_99 -to segment[1]
//set_location_assignment PIN_98 -to segment[0]
reg
reg

[SEG_NUM-1:0]
[SEG_WID-1:0]

61
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reg
reg

[COUNT_WID-1:0]
[SEG_NUM-1:0]

NUM_6
NUM_7
NUM_8
NUM_9

=

8'b1000_0110;

seg_sel;//7:0
segment;//7:0
count_20us;//25:0
sel_cnt;//7:0

59

63
64
65

reg
reg
wire

[4*SEG_NUM-1:0]
[
4-1:0]

din_ff0;//31:0
seg_tmp;//3:0
flag_20us;

66 integer
ii;
67
68
69 assign flag_20us = count_20us==TIME_20US-1;//if count_20us =
TIME_20US-1，flag_20us = 1, if not flag_20us = 0
70
71
72
73

always@(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
count_20us<=26'b0;

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

end
else if(flag_20us) begin
count_20us<=0;
end
else begin
count_20us<=count_20us+1'b1;
end
end
always

@(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin

if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
sel_cnt <= 0;
end
else if(flag_20us) begin

88
89

if(sel_cnt==SEG_NUM-1)
sel_cnt <= 0;

90
91
92

else
sel_cnt <= sel_cnt + 1;
end

93 end
94
95 //20us displays an LED, which can be controlled with 8 pins to save pins; The
LED actually lights up in turn, just too fast for the human eye to see
96 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
97
98

if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
seg_sel <= {SEG_NUM{1'b1}};//1111_1111
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99
100
101

end
else begin

102
//Sel_cnt is equivalent to a counter that counts every 20us and is
reset to 0 when sel_cnt counts to 7
103
//only when sel_cnt =0, 6 or 7, the corresponding LED will be
connected
104
seg_sel <= ~((1'b1 << sel_cnt) & din_vld);
105
end
106 end
107
108
109 always @(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
110
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
111
din_ff0 <= 0;
112
end
113
else begin
114
for(ii=0;ii<SEG_NUM;ii=ii+1)begin/
115
if(din_vld[ii]==1'b1)begin
116
//ii=0,6 or 7 active; ii=7 copy the tens of the identifier; ii=6 copy
the ones of the identifier; ii=0 copy the result
117
din_ff0[(ii+1)*4-1 -:4] <= din[(ii+1)*4-1 -:4];//i=7
[31:28],；i=6，[27:24]，i=0，[3:0]
118
119
120
121
122

end
//ii=1 to 5 active
else begin
din_ff0[(ii+1)*4-1 -:4] <= din_ff0[(ii+1)*4-1 -:4];
end

123
end
124
end
125 end
126
127 //Seg_tep is a transit signal that transfers a segment of din (8 4-bit segments) to
the seg_tep and then to the segment for final display.
128 always @(*)begin
129
seg_tmp = din_ff0[(sel_cnt+1)*4-1 -:4];
130 end
131
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132 //display the numbers
133 always@(posedge clk or negedge rst_n)begin
134
if(rst_n==1'b0)begin
135
136
137
138

end
else if(seg_tmp==0)begin
segment<=NUM_0;

139
140
141
142
143

end
else if(seg_tmp==1)begin
segment<=NUM_1;
end
else if(seg_tmp==2)begin

144
145
146
147
148

segment<=NUM_2;
end
else if(seg_tmp==3)begin
segment<=NUM_3;
end

149
150
151
152
153

else if(seg_tmp==4)begin
segment<=NUM_4;
end
else if(seg_tmp==5)begin
segment<=NUM_5;

154
155
156
157

end
else if(seg_tmp==6)begin
segment<=NUM_6;
end

158
159

else if(seg_tmp==7)begin
segment<=NUM_7;

160
161
162

end
else if(seg_tmp==8)begin
segment<=NUM_8;

163
164
165
166
167

end
else if(seg_tmp==9)begin
segment<=NUM_9;
end
else begin

168
169

segment<=NUM_0;

segment<=NUM_ERR;
end
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170 end
171
172 endmodule

2. PYTHON CODE

# In[14]:
import numpy
#scipy.special for the sigmoid function expit()
import scipy.special
import matplotlib.pyplot
%matplotlib inline

# In[15]:
# Neural Network Class Definition
class neuralNetwork:
# initialise the neural network
def __init__(self, inputnodes, hiddennodes, outputnodes, learningrate):
# set number of nodes in each input, hidden and output layer
self.inodes = inputnodes
self.hnodes = hiddennodes
self.onodes = outputnodes
# link weight matrices, wih and who
# weights inside the arrays are w_i_j, where link is from node i to node j in
the next layer
# w11 w21
# w12 w22 etc
self.wih = numpy.random.normal(0.0, pow(self.inodes, -0.5), (self.hnodes,
self.inodes))
self.who = numpy.random.normal(0.0, pow(self.hnodes, -0.5), (self.onodes,
self.hnodes))
#learning rate
self.lr = learningrate
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#activation function is the sigmoid function
self.activation_function = lambda x: scipy.special.expit(x)
pass
#train the neural network
def train(self, inputs_list, targets_list):
#convert inputs and targets list to 2d array
inputs = numpy.array(inputs_list, ndmin=2).T
targets = numpy.array(targets_list, ndmin=2).T
#calculate signals into hidden layer
hidden_inputs = numpy.dot(self.wih, inputs)
#calculate the signals emerging from hidden layer
hidden_outputs = self.activation_function(hidden_inputs)
#calculate signals into final output layer
final_inputs = numpy.dot(self.who, hidden_outputs)
#calculate the signals emerging from final output layer
final_outputs = self.activation_function(final_inputs)
#output layer error is the (target-actual output)
output_errors = targets - final_outputs
#hidden layer error is the output_errors, split by weights, recombined at
hidden nodes
hidden_errors = numpy.dot(self.who.T, output_errors)
#update the weights for the links between the hidden and output layers
self.who += self.lr * numpy.dot((output_errors * final_outputs * (1final_outputs)), numpy.transpose(hidden_outputs))
#update the weights for the links between the input and hidden layers
self.wih += self.lr * numpy.dot((hidden_errors * hidden_outputs * (1hidden_outputs)), numpy.transpose(inputs))
pass
#query the neural network
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def query(self, inputs_list):
#convert inputs list to 2d array (martix)
inputs = numpy.array(inputs_list, ndmin=2).T
#calculate signals into hidden layer
hidden_inputs = numpy.dot(self.wih, inputs)
#calculate the signals emerging from hidden layer
hidden_outputs = self.activation_function(hidden_inputs)
#calculate signals into final output layer
final_inputs = numpy.dot(self.who, hidden_outputs)
#calculate the signals emerging from final output layer
final_outputs = self.activation_function(final_inputs)
return final_outputs

# In[16]:
#number of input, hidden and output nodes
#hidden nodes do not come from a scientific method but a rule of thumb
input_nodes = 785
hidden_nodes = 17
output_nodes = 10
#learning rate is 0.3
learning_rate = 0.3
#create instance of neural network
n = neuralNetwork(input_nodes, hidden_nodes, output_nodes, learning_rate)
# In[17]:
#load the mnist traning data CSV file into a list
training_data_file = open("Desktop/neuronnetwork/mnist_train.csv", 'r')
training_data_list = training_data_file.readlines()
training_data_file.close()
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# In[18]:

#train the neural network, go through all the data in the datasheet
for record in training_data_list:
#split the record by ','
all_values = record.split(',')
#scale and shift the inputs
inputs = (numpy.asfarray(all_values[1:])/ 255.0 * 0.99) + 0.01
#create the target output values (all 0.01, expect the desired label which is 0.99)
targets = numpy.zeros(output_nodes) + 0.01
#all_values[0] is the target label for this record
targets[int(all_values[0])] = 0.99
n.train(inputs, targets)
pass

# In[19]:
#load the mnist test data CSV file into a list
test_data_file = open("Desktop/neuronnetwork/mnist_test_10.csv", 'r')
test_data_list = test_data_file.readlines()
test_data_file.close()
# In[20]:
#get the first test record
all_values = test_data_list[2].split(',')
#print the label
print(all_values[0])

# In[21]:
image_array = numpy.asfarray(all_values[1:]).reshape((28,28))
matplotlib.pyplot.imshow(image_array, cmap='Greys', interpolation = 'None')
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# In[22]:
n.query((numpy.asfarray(all_values[1:]) / 255.0 * 0.99) + 0.01)

# In[23]:
# test the neural network
# scorecard for how well the network performs, initially empty
scorecard = []
# go through all the records in the test data set
for record in test_data_list:
# split the record by the ',' commas
all_values = record.split(',')
# correct answer is first value
correct_label = int(all_values[0])
# scale and shift the inputs
inputs = (numpy.asfarray(all_values[1:]) / 255.0 * 0.99) + 0.01
# query the network
outputs = n.query(inputs)
# the index of the highest value corresponds to the label
label = numpy.argmax(outputs)
# append correct or incorrect to list
if (label == correct_label):
# network's answer matches correct answer, add 1 to scorecard
scorecard.append(1)
else:
# network's answer doesn't match correct answer, add 0 to scorecard
scorecard.append(0)
pass
pass

# In[24]:
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# calculate the performance score, the fraction of correct answers
scorecard_array = numpy.asarray(scorecard)
print ("performance = ", scorecard_array.sum() / scorecard_array.size)
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